New Year, new choices. Things change at a vertiginous speed. Our divine essence has been long ago invited into this reality, but we broke away, creating all sorts of idols. Now comes the harvest time and we need to hurry to do our work. Our age looks very much like that of Late Antiquity, when the Roman Empire fell, a period well illustrated by the life and work of Saint Augustin. A process of destructure characterizes it, of tribalization, of anarchy, of re-sacralization, of new migratory floods and moreover, of new technologies and a new spirituality which is waited for in order to crown the creation. At that time, history seemed to have taken a half a century break, at least according to the very few testimonies found. Now, the process is much accelerated and highly virtual.
conscience can call for conscience. As Saint John of the Cross said, "The heavenly Father has spoken one Word: It was His Son. And He speaks it eternally in an eternal silence. [Cf. Wisdom 18:1415.] ".
My conscience as a son is light from light, life from life and love from love, is part of the Absolute Conscience and expresses itself in the ontic universal language. The conscience in itself is also a call, a continuous call, that doesn't necessarily need an answer, even less a hermeneutics of the answer or a phenomenology, although these are perfectly possible. All together with the answer begins the knowledge, the gnosis. I cannot know but from the inside, in a holotropic way, by an upwards twist. I do not know as long as I am not, it is illusive; real knowledge begins after a new up-birth, after I turn again into "I am".
He who knows is one and the same as what it is known. The disjunction between subject and object is one of the capital sins of Western reflection and has done a lot of wrong to knowledge. The Greek used to say that you must first know yourself. Self knowledge. So I know myself and thus I can know "the universe and the gods". Self knowledge is a complete symphony. Everything starts with the question "Who am I?" To ask questions means to think. "I think" is the originary unit for Kant. In Descartes' terms one may go on saying "I think so I exist". But simple existence is not being, in the terms of "I am". I can be without thinking and conscience remains undisturbed. Thinking too much can be a temptation. Faith is superior. I believe and I know. "Le croire pour le voire", as Marion entitles one of his works, on the traces of Augustin, Pascal and, of course, of all the sacred books.
I am free to be what I am. This is my answer to the call I have received. The answer itself certainly contains a call. A call to the freedom of being, with all its charge of meaning. The freedom to make everything possible. God wants us free and creative. Worlds creators, like Andreu Sole said. Possibly better ones… The important thing is to be creative, intuitive and to walk on the Way, leaving behind the fears and the doubts. The game of life needs to be played as well as possible. It is a game with the latencies, deployed at more and more subtle levels. One mustn't forget it is a team game. One should pray in peace, forgiving and freeing ourselves in harmony, loving, sowing trust and compassion and then letting things happen. We are Chistophorus, carrying light. There is a deep mystery here.
But it is in the mystery that one can find the way towards unity, that is why we can assign the name of being only to someone who is unique. This is what Plato and the Pythagoreans used to believe too.
I cherish freedom more than "reality". I turn freedom into a hypostasis and together we produce meaning. Nothing new happens, everything has already taken place or has been anticipated. We live a revolutionary age in that we are about to generate a catastrophe, unless a new spiritual power arises. The nihilist tide is close to the shore again. The future, in order to make itself understood, early discloses a side of the prophecy. So it is good to have prophets for the future, but also for the past, isn't everything cyclic? The wheel or the spiral of life is continuously spinning.
A revolution brings along a new (dis)order. "Reality" has become too subtle for us. We should better withdraw to the dream, to the fairytale. The spirit of time sends us back to the archetypes, as there is at least a minimal agreement between them. Paul Ricoeur said that it would be devastating if we resigned in front of the disenchantment of the world. But why not? A disaster seems necessary from several points of view. In fact, it has probably already come if it hasn't come yet... Like democracy, for instance. 
